CERN Alumni

What’s in it for you?

LHC Experiments Career Network Event 2019
57% age range 21-35

82% alumni or alumni within a year

70% users or associates

28% staff or fellows

117 nationalities represented

5’521 network members

Located in 100 countries

400 jobs offered by 150 companies
What’s in it for you?

• An **entry point** to the Lab and a continued, dynamic link with CERN and the Scientific Collaborations

• The huge potential of a **strong, exclusive network** whose members are sharing a passion for STEM

• Access to **knowledge and experience** from fellow alumni that have made varied and successful career

• Exclusive **career opportunities** targeted at CERN developed talents and profiles

• **Topical news** picked up for you every week and **alumni stories**

• The support from a **dedicated Office** for Alumni Relations for your further interactions with CERN and the community

• A framework for **engaging** with CERN in a variety of ways
What’s in it for CERN & the collaborations?

• Demonstrate to funding agencies the impact on society via the people who collaborated CERN’s scientific works and mission

• The support of ambassadors worldwide for the research conducted at CERN